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DETAILED ACTION

1 . This action is in response to the appeal filed on: 07/16/2007.

2. Claims 1-26 are pending. Claims 1 , 9, and 18 are independent claims.

3. With regards to claims 1-3, 5, 9-12, 14, 16, 18-21, 23, and 25 rejected under 35
f

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable Hind et al over in further view of Zlotnick, Claims

4. 13, and 22 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hind et al

and Zlotnick in further view of Brown et al, and Claims 6-8, 15, 17, 24, and 26 rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hind et al and Zlotnick in further

view of Wanderksi et al; they are withdrawn, in view of applicant arguments.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public

use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United

States.

4. Claims 1,2,4-7,9-11,13-16,1 8-20, 22-25 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 02(b) as

being anticipated by Lopresti et al (US Patent: 6047093, issued: Apr. 4, 2000, filed: Aug.

20,1997).

With regards to claim 1 ,
Lopresti et al teaches: A comparison system that

compares one or more elements of at least a portion of an original document against

the same types of elements in at least a portion each of a plurality of stored documents

(Abstract: whereas, an original document is the scanned electronic version of the

document, and portions of the original document are compared against the same types
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of elements (types such as layout, font characterization, column 7, lines 20-34, and

column 8, lines 1-6)
,
through certificate data documents stored in the hard copy of the

scanned document (column 7, lines 50-57).

A determination system that identifies the stored document with the portion which is

closest to the portion of the original document based on the comparing (column 7, lines

1-15, column 7, lines 34-67, Figure 6: whereas, the stored certificate is compared to the

corresponding portion of scanned certificate data (from generated marker) of the

scanned electronic version of the document).

A mutation system that applies one or more mutators to the portion of the original

document which were applied to mutate the portion of the identified stored document

(column 7, lines 1-33: whereas the scanned electronic version of the document has

mutators applied to it, to match the portion of stored document/certificate that was

applied to the stored version).

With regards to claim 2, which depends on claim 1 ,
Lopresti et al teaches the

system further comprising a selection system that selects the portion of the original

document for comparing (Figure 6, column 7, lines 1-33: whereas, the certificate

information for a particular portion of the scanned electronic document (from the

generated marker), is used to compare against the stored certificate of the same

portion, and thus region/portion selection is implemented.
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With regards to claim 4, which depends on claim 1 ,
Lopresti et al teaches further

comprising an ordering system that determines an order for the mutation system to

apply the mutators to the original document (column 7, lines 25-37: whereas, )

With regards to claim 5, which depends on claim 1, Lopresti et al teaches further

comprising an application system that determines which one of the one or more

mutators which were used in the portion of the identified stored document are to be

used by the mutation system on the original document (column 7, lines 65-67, column 8,

lines 1-14)

- With regards to claim 6, which depends on claim 1
,
Lopresti et al teaches further

comprising an output system which outputs the original document after application of

the mutators (column 7, lines 30-33)

With regards to claim 7, which depends on claim 6, Lopresti et al teaches

However, Lopresti et al does not teach a system further comprising an identification

system that identifies the output system (output system is represented by marker data),

wherein one of the elements used in the comparison system is the identified output

system against the output system used for each of the stored documents (whereas, the

marker data of is compared against the same type of marker data that is generated) and

wherein the determination system uses the comparison of the identified output system
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against an output system used for each of the stored documents in identifying the

stored document with the portion which is closest to the portion of the original document

(whereas, the marker data, which includes certifying data values is compared against

certified values of a generated page (column 7, lines 24-28), with respect to

portion/regions (Fig. 6)).

With regards to claim 9, for performing a method similar to the method performed

by the system of claim 1 , is rejected under similar rationale.

With regards to claim 10, for performing a method similar to the method

performed by the system of claim 1 , is rejected under similar rationale.

With regards to claim 11, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 2, is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 13, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 4, is rejected under similar

rationale.
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With regards to claim 14, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 5 is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 15, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 6, is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 16, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 7, is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 18, for a computer readable medium, performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 1, is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 19, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

1, is rejected under similar rationale.
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With regards to claim 20, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

2, is rejected under similar rationale.

With regards to claim 22, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

4, is rejected under similar rationale.

With regards to claim 23, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

5, is rejected under similar rationale.

With regards to claim 24, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

6, is rejected under similar rationale.

With regards to claim 25, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

7, is rejected under similar rationale.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103
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The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 3, 12, and 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C, 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lopresti et al (US Patent: 6047093, issued: Apr. 4, 2000, filed: Aug. 20, 1997), in

view of Zlotnick (US Patent: 6,778,703 B1, issued: Aug. 17, 2004, filed: Apr. 19, 2000).

With regards to claim 3, which depends on claim 1, Lopresti et al teaches

wherein the determination system further comprises a comparison system that

compares a portion of the original document against each of the portions of the plurality

of stored documents, as similarly explained in the rejection for claim 1. However,

Lopresti et al does not expressly teach a scoring system that generates a score for each

of the comparisons of the portion of the original document against each of the portions

of each of the plurality of stored documents, wherein the determination system identifies

the stored document with the portion with the score which is closest to the portion of the

original based on the generated scores.

Zlotnick teaches a determination system further comprises a scoring system that

generates a score for each of the comparisons of the portion of the original document

against each of the portions of each of the plurality of stored documents, wherein the

determination system identifies the stored document with the portion with the score

which is closest to the portion of the original based on the generated scores (column 2,
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lines 38-45: whereas, the 'current'/original document/template is, being compared to

other document/templates, and a stored document/template is selected based on the

closes matching score).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have modified Lopresti et al's determination system such that it would have

included a comparison ranking system for selection of the closest matched stored

document as taught by Zlotnick. The combination of Lopresti et al and Zlotnick would

have allowed Lopresti et al's system to have "provided improved methods for

automatically identifying which of a plurality of templates (documents) corresponds to a

given form document" (Zlotnick, column 2, lines 10-14).

With regards to claim 12, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 3, is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 21, which depends on claim 18, for a. computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

3, is rejected under similar rationale.

6. Claims 8, 17, and 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Lopresti et al (US Patent: 6047093, issued: Apr. 4, 2000, filed: Aug. 20, 1997), in

view of Wanderski et al (US Patent: 6519617 B1, issued: Feb. 11, 2003, filed: Apr. 8,

1999)
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With regards to claim 8, which depends on claim 1, Lopresti et al does not

expressly teach further comprising storing the output, original document with the applied

mutators as one of the stored documents.

However, Wanderski et al teaches a system comprising storing the output, original

document with the applied mutators as one of the stored documents (column 14, lines

48-52: whereas, the DTD contains one or more mutators for the document, and the

generated output can be stored for later processing).

It would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have modified Lopresti et al's system to have further included the ability to

store the output as one of the stored documents as taught by Wanderski et al. The

combination of Lopresti et al and Wanderski et al would have allowed Lopresti et al's

system to have "automatically transformed documents using dynamically -selected

transformations" (Wanderski et al, column 4, lines 13-14).

With regards to claim 17, which depends on claim 9, for performing a method

similar to the method performed by the system of claim 8, is rejected under similar

rationale.

With regards to claim 26, which depends on claim 18, for a computer readable

medium, performing a method similar to the method performed by the system of claim

8, is rejected under similar rationale.
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Response to Arguments

7. In view of the appeal brief filed on: 07/16/2007, PROSECUTION IS HEREBY

REOPENED (with SPE approval). New grounds of rejection are set forth above.

To avoid abandonment of this application, appellant must exercise one of the

following two options:

(1) File a reply under 37 CFG 1.111 (if this Office action is non-final) or a reply

under 37 CFG 1 . 1 1 3 (if this Office action is final); or

(2) request reinstatement of the appeal.

If reinstatement of the appeal is requested, such request must be accompanied

by a supplemental appeal brief, but no new amendments, affidavits (37 CFR 1.130,

1.131, or 1.132) or other evidence are permitted. See 37 CFG 1.193(b)(2).

8. The applicant's argument with respect to Hind et al. does not teach any same

"creation/save" mutator to an original document which was applied to an XSL style

sheet; is persuasive (page 8, first paragraph), and the applicant is respectfully directed

to the new grounds of rejection explained above.

Conclusion

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Wilson Tsui whose telephone number is (571)272-7596.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Stephen Hong can be reached on (571) 272-4124. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Wilson Tsui

Patent Examiner

Art Unit: 2178
October 3, 2007
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